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Abstract
With the development of the national economy, the investment of science and technology has been
steadily increasing during the 12th five-year plan period. Based on analyzing the problems exiting
in current financial management of research institutions, this paper advances the idea of setting
full-time professional administrator of research funding, and probes into the importance of the
administrator that should be adopted in the meticulous financial management of research funding.
Then the paper makes an analysis that the administrator should have professional knowledge of
the technology, management, finance and audit. Only in this way can the administrator give the
guidance and supervision throughout the budget preparation, budget implementation and financial audit. It is beneficial for the research institutions in improving the meticulous management
level of research funding.
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1. Introduction
At present, the scientific research institution normally has two departments, technology research and functional
management. According to the research directions, the technology research department is divided into some research centers, whose major responsibilities include studying technology solutions, settling technical problems,
etc. Meanwhile the functional management department comprises finance, asset and so on, which provides
strong auxiliary supports for the work of the technology research department.
The clear division is helpful for research work to some extent, but it is not conducive to improving the level of
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the research funding management for the professional limitations and poor coordination.

2. Elaborate Present Situation of Management of Research Funding and Analyze
Disadvantage of No Full-Time Professional Administrator
Nowadays, the unscientific budgeting and non-compliance implementation are the main problems in the management of research funding. Among them, the most outstanding one is the inconsistency of the financial budget
and final account.
Firstly, in the process of the project budgeting, researchers empirically compile the budget which is not examined and verified by financial staff, so the budget will be unscientific, unreasonable and imprecise. Secondly,
in the process of the project implementing, the researchers use the research funding after going through strict
approval procedures. In such a case, the lack of the contracts and other files often happens in the day-to-day
work because the researcher has poor awareness on budget management. Then the problems do not be found in
time for no-review of financial managers. Finally, it will be very difficult to successfully pass financial audits
because the issues, ranging from the budgeting to implementing, induce more and more serious inconsistent
problem of budgets and final accounts directly [1].
The saying goes that knowing the surface, observe the internal in order to accurately understand. For example,
there is detailed analysis about the international cooperation.
As Figure 1, during the budgeting, the researcher A compiles the visiting budget of investigating autocollimator that based on the technology roadmap in German company M. During the implementing, the researcher B
is responsible for the sub-systems research. For the technology improvement, the researcher B goes abroad to
investigate the spectrometer that it isn’t been approved in German company N. When this is over, there is nothing but the invoice. Then no problem is found, and no adjustment is made. So when the auditors arrive, in conducting audit, it is very likely that the expenditure is not approved for the inconsistent problem of budgets on
autocollimator and final accounts on spectrometer.
Why? There are three reasons. Firstly, the researchers compile the budget and use the funds based on the
project Leader mechanisms. The researchers are really good at technology, and not so good at actually finance
and management. There is little effective communication between researchers and managers because of the different professional backgrounds, so the management is frequently separated with technology. Secondly, it has
generally been known that the science research has technical and professional characteristics, which is outside
the confines of managers’ knowledge. Coupled with the limited time, the managers do not review all expenditures. Finally, there are very few auditors with professional technical and accounting knowledge. Most of the
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Figure 1. The inconsistency between the budget and actual expenditures on the international cooperation.
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auditors major in finance and accounting and hardly carry out better discussion on some specific questions with
researchers. It can’t meet the demand of the financial audit in the research funding.
In short, the researchers and managers have their merits and limits. It is vital to set a full-time professional
administrator with technology, finance and management for strengthening management of research funding.

3. Setting the Full-Time Professional Administrator with Playing a Role to
Guarantee the Whole Process Management Efficiently and Effectively
At present, the lack of comprehensive administrator in research institutions has largely affected development of
management and audit of research funding. This problem not only can’t be solved in a short time, but the funding management still faces more difficulty in next period of time. So it is necessary that research institutions
should set the full-time comprehensive professional administrator, which can play an important role in guiding
and coordinating efficiently [2].
Specifically, On the one hand, from the beginning the administrator makes a fuller use of its own technology
and finance knowledge to guide researchers in preparing a scientific and reasonable budget. On the other hand,
in daily work the administrator strictly controls on expense standard and range according to relevant laws and
regulations. At the same time, there are a lot of uncertainties with the technology research, and the budget might
be inaccurate and incomplete enough. So the administrator shall, with regard to indispensable budget adjustments, work out plans for budget adjustments. Finally, in conducting the audit, the administrator examines in
advance the accounting documents, and then communicates with the auditors by simplifying the complex professional terms.
In some scientific research projects such as “National High-tech R&D Program of China (863 Program)”,
“the National Basic Research Program of China (973 Program)”, and “National Key Technology Research and
Development Program of the Ministry of Science and Technology of China” etc., the administrator always plays
a very important role [3].
● The first point: the administrator guides the scientist to prepare budget from economic rationality and expenses standard, in order to get the evaluation experts approval budget and raise more research funds [4]. For
example, the third class meeting is often held for the research institutions, so it is important in the course of
establishing financial budget that the date of a meeting will be less than 2 days and the standards of relevant
costs less than 450 yuan/person/day according to the national policy of the latest.
● The second point: the administrator is responsible for the whole process management of scientific research
funds. It is core and meticulous that the administrator should ensure the consistency of the procurement and
budget and completeness of purchasing approval procedures. And the administrator need to often reflect on
what each rule means and think about how can apply ethics in budget implementation to save time and improve efficiency. At the same time the administrator is responsible for handling various reports and monthly
financial report, and further analyzes the questions of the budget implementation at present and proposes solutions accordingly.
● The third point: before auditing, normally the administrator will systematically self-inspect the settlement
data, finance statements and relevant vouchers and books of the research project such as Handling cash disbursements, approval of evidence-examination; handling bank settlement and standardize the use of checks.
And from these, the administrator will be aware of all the details, and then communicate to the auditors more
deeply for all reasonable expenditures to be fully confirmed by auditors. In conclusion, the administrator’s
work impact on the long-term development of the research institutions cannot be overlooked [5] [6].
As the example show, there is detailed analysis about the purchase of equipment. As Figure 2, during the
budgeting, the researcher A and the administrator together compile the budget, and the administrator carefully
reviews the autocollimator purchasing budget to check up the sufficiency and completeness. In the implementation process, the researcher B is responsible for the subsystem, and intends to purchase the spectrometer instead
of the autocollimator for technical reasons. Next the administrator reviews the expenditure routinely, and finds
the purchasing spectrometer different from the approved autocollimator, then timely prepares the budget adjustment combining with the actual situation. After receiving the adjustment approval, the administrator actively
guides the researcher to perform the spectrometer procurement such as public bidding, single-source and competitive negotiation etc. When the most critical auditing is coming, the administrator has two urgent works to
finish. For one thing, the administrator carefully checks the financial credentials such as contract, invoice, installation and acceptance on spectrometer in advance. For another thing, the administrator actively provides
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Figure 2. The consistency of the purchasing.

some documents related to the research funding for the auditors and patiently coordinates with auditors to meet
the auditing requirements in auditing. Finally, the expenditure on purchasing spectrometer will be recognized by
the auditors.
Above all, it is important to set the full-time professional administrator for the research institutions. The administrator who has strong knowledge of technology, management, finance and audit, can interact more effectively with people of different backgrounds. In a word, it is very significant to both the management of research
funding and the long-term development of research institutions [7] [8].

4. Strengthening the Training of the Full-Time Professional Administrator to
Improve the Scientific and Meticulous Management Level for the Research
Institutions
The management of research funding, throughout the budgeting, implementing and auditing, is a comprehensive
systematic engineering for the research institutions. Research institutions not only need to set the full-time professional administrator, but also shall organize them for professional studies and as far as possible provide more
opportunity for them. It is one of the most necessary and effective measures to improve the scientific and meticulous management level of research funding for the research institutions [9] [10].
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